The Collider, an innovation programme of Mobile World Capital Barcelona, bridges the gap between science and market to create disruptive technology-based startups. To make it possible, the programme fosters entrepreneurial attitude in universities and uses the researcher - entrepreneur formula to create new high-value companies.

The programme is designed for PhDs, Postdocs, Master’s students or researchers who are involved into university research group or research centre and want to make a positive impact on society with their research.

What are we looking for?

Scientists
- Proven experience in IoT, Blockchain, AI, XR/3D, New Materials or Hardware.
- Passion for entrepreneurship.
- Support of a research group leader to join The Collider.

Technology
- Maturity level of TRL 3-6.
- Patented or in process of protection.
- Neither commercialised not transferred.

What are we offering?

Industry Pilots
Technologies that offer solutions on how to overcome current edition’s challenges will be able to launch conjoint pilots together with top tier corporations.

Programme
Top notch mentors, industry experts, and access to MWCapital network of partners and investors.

Talent
Serial entrepreneurs with remarkable business skills that together with scientists will form high-performance teams.

Funding
Direct investment up to 100k € seed-capital after company incorporation.

Corporate challenges
The Collider 2022
Enhancing efficiency, accessibility and sustainability

Health  Industry 4.0  Energy  Mobility  Agri-Food

Programme timeline

10 Jan-27 Feb 2022 Application
23 March-1 June 2022 Call For Talent
1 June-22 July 2022 Talent Scouting & Team Matching
9 Jan-20 Feb 2023 Incorporation & Portfolio

March 2022 Selection
6 April-1 June 2022 Opportunity Validation
5 Sept-16 Dec 2022 Business Validation

For more information, please contact us:
info@thecollider.tech | www.thecollider.tech